
The Beginners Guide to Setting Up an Adwords Account 2014

First of all - You can do this!  Setting up an adwords account looks a bit daunting, but 
it only looks that way.  Block out some time where you’ll be free of interruptions and 
distractions.  Focus is your biggest ally!

Before starting an Adwords Account, you need 3 things.

 An email address *not associated with any other adwords account

 A Credit Card

 A Website

Your website the key feature of your AdWords account.  After all, this is what you’re spending 
money on.  Getting people (traffic) to your website.  Your website needs to have a clear goal, 
the easiest way to find this is ask yourself…

What do you want the customers to do?

For most websites, this is simply to fill out a form, buy something or download something.  Regardless of the action, it should be obvious 
in the first few seconds of scanning the page as to what the people should do.

Buttons that stand out with a clear call to action go a long way.  And once that action is taken, you need to thank them!  A thank you page 
that sets expectations like “we’ll contact you in 24 hours” or “Your product has been shipped”.  

Providing easy contact details also help build trust, letting customers know you’re available and accessible should they need it.
The ingredients to a working (and hopefully successful) website are summed up as:

• A clear path for the customer to follow (buttons & call to action)
• a thank you page setting expectations
• contact details

Now you’re ready to set up your account!

When You sign up to Adwords You’re prompted with a few initial questions.



This is the first form you need to fill out before you start to get 
into the initial setup.

Adwords will scan your site very quickly and figure out some 
suggestions before you hit the next page, which reveals the 
very tip of the iceberg.  For the rest of this example, we’ll use a 
small lead gen site for a remote cabin rental in Canada.  Using 
a real life model will show you a few of the kinds of decisions 
you have to make with your business.

The first two steps are fairly obvious.  Budget will be in the 
currency of the country you’re living in, in this case it makes 
sense to use Canadian dollars.  This budget can be changed at 
any time once the account is made.  Note:  Currency and Time 
Zone cannot be changed, so double, or triple check before 
proceeding.

The audience is simply where you want to show ads.  In this 
case, Vancouver is the closest major centre to the rental 
cabins, so it makes sense.  This, like everything else, can be 
revisited when you’ve got more data and know what keywords 
are performing.



Google has what they call “the Google Display Network” these are all the sites that Google can 
show ads on, and there are millions of possible pages where your ad could appear.  To start, turn 
this off.  You want to have as much control over where your ads are shown as possible.

The Next step is your initial keyword research.  Google will have scoured your site and have several 
suggestions for you.  Don’t accept these suggestions without looking at them.



The first thing I’d do about this little cabin rental property is remove Keywords with skiing.  There are no 
facilities there and certainly not heli skiing.  People that are searching for skiing areas might click on my 
ad, see my site and leave very quickly as there is nothing to do with skiing.



If there are keywords that match your site and business, you can get 
Google to show you more.

This will show you more related keywords to choose from.  Spend no 
more than 5 minutes on this as you’ll have much more research to do 
later, with a few better tools too!

Next you can put your initial bid.  Don’t worry, you’ll have lots of 
opportunity to change this later.  The suggested maximum bid of 
$10 a click seems a bit high, so I manually changed it to $1.00 just 
while I get started.



Now for the part that your customers will actually see. 
The Ad.

An AdWords Ad is made up of a few components.  
Here’s a brief overview that will be covered with far 
more depth later on.

1) Your Headline:  25 Characters - Something that will grab 
attention and stand out from other ads is a good idea, 
and if it can include a keyword, that’s even better. 

2) Description Lines: 35 Characters - Here you can list 
more benefits for your service that will invite a click!

3) Display URL: 35 Characters - This shows the domain 
but no the page that traffic will land on, if you have any 
characters leftover characters, you can include more  
detail, or a keyword



Next simply fill out your billing details as you would any internet purchase - all of which can be changed later.

You’ll find that you’ve got one Campaign, one Ad Group, one Ad and a bunch of keywords.  And this is the wrong way to run your account.  Make sure 
your campaign is paused before going any further.

How to Structure Your Account

Campaign - these are made up on or more ad groups, the campaign acts as the guidance for those ad groups.  You can choose things like budget,  
location and networks.  Top level ideas.

The best practice is to have a separate campaign for each distinct aspect of your business.  A sporting goods store would have a campaign for golf  
products and a different one for tennis.

Ad Group - Contain keywords, ads and bids that you manage.  You can have a number of ads and keywords in an ad group.  

Your ads share the set of keywords assigned to the ad group, so it makes sense to only have a limited number of very similar keywords in each ad group. 

Keywords - these are words (or short phrases) that describe a product or service.  As mentioned above, they live in your ad group.  Don’t confuse the 
keyword with a search query.  A search query is what someone types into Google, it may contain your keyword, which will get your ad to appear.

For example:  Your Keyword is “Cabin Rental”, when someone types in their search query like = “Cabin Rental near Vancouver”, that search query  
contains two of your keywords and you have a chance for your ad to appear.  

Ads - Your actual ads are part of your ad group.  Your ads should contain at least one if not all of your keywords in logical and legible way.  If you can’t 
fit all your keywords in your ad group into an ad, there’s a good chance you should create a new adgroup and divide your keywords.



Finding Your Keywords or Keyword Research

Before you begin your research, it’s good to understand that this will never be perfect and this process is never completely finished.  Your starting 
keywords, are exactly that, starting keywords.  Your keywords in 6 months are not necessarily going to look like the ones you select today.

There is no magic number of keywords, and there’s no such thing as a finished adwords account.  It’s an ongoing process.

To start your keyword research you’ll need a spreadsheet.  On 
that spreadsheet divide your services into themes, nothing too 
fancy.  Try a quick brain dump, and see what you come up with.  
It may not be much, but you’ll be able to build from it with some 
tools!  A good strategy here is to think like your customer, don’t 
use industry terms, but the terms that your customer base uses.

Using the example of the rental cabin, three themes immediately jumped out.  You might find more themes as you 
go through this process.  Remember, this exercise can be done again and again.  These themes you arrive at may also 
become the basis for your campaigns.

For more inspiration it’s time to take advantage of Google’s Keyword Planner Tool.  You’ll find it in the tool section 
near the top of the Adwords interface.  It’s free and a great source of ideas.  But you’ll want to be careful with their 
suggestions.

There are lots of options with the tool, but to set up your account start with searching for new keywords and ad 
group ideas.



There are lots of options with the tool, but to set up your account start 
with searching for new keywords and ad group ideas. 

The tool will give you a rough idea of traffic volume and some suggested 
bids with the keyword they provide.

You can search for keywords by using your product or service, landing 
page or product category.  Start with your landing page and see what 
google comes up with.  Make sure that you use the targeting options to 
narrow your search, otherwise you’re going to get worldwide data on 
competition, bids and search volume.



Once you’ve made your list you’ll want to see what your competitors are doing.  If you know their website, plug it into the keyword tool and see what 
comes up that you might have missed.  Another good, free, source of keywords is a wikipedia page.  A search of “hiking” in wikipedia will give URL that 
you can set as the landing page.  There may be lots of waste keywords, but a few you might not have considered.

Now you’re likely looking at a large list of keywords on a spreadsheet.  It’s time to put your keywords into your ad groups.  With two very similar keywords, stick 
them in one ad group.

Label your ad groups the names of the keywords.  This will keep confusion down and help you organise your account as you manage it in the future.

      There will be a large list of ad group 
ideas, and a tab that you really want ‘key 
word ideas’.  Some of the suggestions will 
fit nicely and you can add them to your 
plan and download them later.  Others 
won’t at all.  You can also see an estimate 
of monthly searches, competition, bid 
suggestions.  Fill out your spreadsheet 
accordingly. You can also start making 
negative keywords and include them in 
the targeting options.



Assigning match types:

Match Types - there are the ways of triggering your ads through Keywords.  When you add your keywords, there will be a symbol to determine which 
type of keyword you’re using.  This is essential to get the right kind of traffic.  Because not all traffic is good traffic.

Broad Match - The default match type.  Your ad may show with misspellings, synonyms and other variations.  So while a keyword may be cabin, an ad 
will show when someone types in cottage as it’s a synonym.  No symbol Required

Broad Match Modifier - This match type won’t show synonyms or related searches.  This gives you a little more control to make your ads more relevant 
to the people searching.  A Keyword of log +cabin will show for any cabin searches, but if there’s a search for log cottage the ad won’t show.  Symbol + 
used before the keyword.

Phrase Match - when someone searches for your exact keyword, your ad will show.  Even if there’s info before or after the search query.  “rustic cabin” 
will show up if some one searches for rustic cabin rental but not for rustic log cabin rental as there’s a word between my keywords that doesn’t exactly 
fit.  This lets you refine your audience even more.  Symbol “ “ - quotation marks around the keyword.

Exact Match - Ads only appear when someone searches your exact term (and very close variants, like minor spelling differentiation).  A keyword of 
[cabin rental] will show for a search of cabin rental but not log cabin rental.  As you would expect, this will reduce your traffic size immensely. Symbol [ ] 
around your keyword.

Negative Match - this is a way of filtering out people that may not be a good fit for you.  In our cabin rental example, there is no skiing available so 
making ski a negative keyword is pretty essential!  If I have a negative keyword of -ski, then when someone searches for ski cabin rental the ads won’t 
show.  You can also use the other match types.  -”ski cabin rental” will still show for a search of ski log cabin rental, but not for a search of cheap ski 
cabin rental. Symbol - before your keyword.

Where to start?  

For your very first campaign, stay away from Broad Match.  There’s a good chance you’ll have a lot of visits from people that might not be looking for you.
Phrase Match is the best place to begin.  As you learn more about your keywords, you can adjust accordingly.  But now it’s time to write your ads!



Ad Writing

Well organized campaigns & ad groups as well as appropriate keywords will get your ad to show on a Google Search results page, the ad content is what 
gets the click to your site.

Your ad can set peoples expectations of what they’ll encounter when they get to your site.  They may expect a great offer, a prestigious service or a
freebie.  It’s very important that your ad reflects your site, so that visitors stay, absorb what you’re offering and complete the action you want them to.

One of the best things about AdWords is the ability to split test.  You can know with incredible certainty that one headline is better, one offer is more 
appealing or one phrase compels people to action.  To do split testing is very simple.  Have two ads in each ad group.  Any more ads and you won’t 
know for sure.

Your Ad is made up of:    

Headline
Description 1
Description 2
Display URL
Destination <hidden>

You’ll notice that the ad changes depending on where it shows.  The Top Ads bump the D 1 line 
up and almost extend the headline.  A nice benefit of being in the top 3.

When writing ads, it’s important to be aware of Google’s rating system, called Quality Score. Each keyword (what triggers the ad) will have a score based on 3 things:
1. Ad Relevance (are the keywords matching the search terms)
2. Landing Page Experience (do people stay or leave very fast)
3. Expected Click Through Rate (do people click on the ad with some frequency)

A good quality score helps in auctions and can get your age in good page position.  To some degree, what you write will affect this score.  And there are 
3 things you can do to:
1. Include a keyword in the ad
2. Make sure your landing page backs up the promise of the ad
3. Write a compelling headline or offer that attracts the click.



Effective Ad Writing Tips

Appealing Headlines.
The Headline is the first thing people see.  Make it appealing and specific, being specific starts peoples imagination.  If you sell shoes, a headline that 
says “buy shoes” isn’t too appealing and doesn’t seed the imagination.  Specific info about the product will create a better headline, like “Suave Suede 
Shoes” (alliteration helps too).  You’ll be able to see what headlines work as you test.

Benefit Driven
How does this product or service help people?  Why do they want it?  Does it make their lives better.  Tell people what they will gain, or not lose, by 
engaging with your site. 
  
Use a Keyword
There are so many benefits of including keywords in your ads.  If a search query contains your keyword, the keyword in your ad will be bolded on the 
search results page.  This makes your ad stand out and more likely to be clicked.  Consider also that if someone types in a word, and they see that word 
in your ad, there’s a good chance your business is one that can help them out.

Call to Action
Ask people to do something on your site.  Book, Register, Learn, Discover - action words followed by a benefit go a long way.  Like “Book a Relaxing 
Weekend”, “Discover New Shoe Technology”.  Keep in mind you can’t use the word ‘click’.

Give an Offer
People love offers, make them feel special with discounts or specials.  Be certain that the page you’re directing them to meets or exceeds their expectations.

Ad Checklist

 Call to action

 At least one keyword

 Benefit

 Matches your landing page offer



How do you keep track of success?

This is a vital step.  You need to know if the paid traffic you attract to your site is 
actually doing something.  Return on Your Investment is a very important thing to 
be aware of.

Success is usually called a conversion.  A Conversion can be different things to 
different businesses.  For one organization getting an email address by way of a 
form is enough, for others a download of a file or buying a product.  

You can keep track of what keywords are bringing in the traffic that is doing what 
you want (converting).  When you know what keywords are working, you can 
optimize your account to get more conversions.  Tracking conversions is essential.  
To do so, you need to tell AdWords what you count as a conversion.

Go to “Tools” and select “Conversion”.

You need to identify a page that only people who have taken action on your site will 
see.  Your thank you page is the perfect site for this.

Click on “+ Conversion” and you’ll see these options:



Choose a name, and in this instance select web page.  
That’s going to be your thank you page.

“Save and Continue” brings you to some settings :

If you only have one thank you page, you only need to 
do this once.  Select Each time the conversion has the 
same value.  Assign the value based on what you feel 
a conversion is worth.  If you feel a lead is worth $20, 
make it $20.

Your conversion category can be a signup, sale, lead 
or page view.  Don’t worry about the other options for 
now and continue.

You’ll be given the option to email to a small piece of 
code to your web developer, that email will have  
instructions.  You also get the option to put the code 
onto your site yourself if you have the ability.  



Click “Done” and you’re tracking conversions!  Now you’ll be able to measure success of each individual key word and be ready to effectively  
optimize your account.

A Brief Recap

You account has Campaigns based on region or services.  Each campaign has ad groups with a few related keywords, set up with match types.  
Those ad groups have two unique ads.  Your account is tracking a conversion so you can measure success.

You’re almost ready to go.  Almost.

The next step is a crucial one.  It’s time to check the details of each campaign to make sure you don’t spend a big chunk of your budget in a small 
period of time. 

Campaign Settings

Click on any campaign and pull up the “Settings” Tab.  The first options you get are to choose Campaign type.  Edit this, and ensure that you’ve 
got “Search Network only” selcted from the drop down.  The other option of “Search Network with Display Select” will put text ads on sites that 
Google chooses.  This dramatically restricts the control you have over your ads and will make optimizing difficult.  It’s a default setting and not 
recommended.



Network - This is the option to choose between 
Google Search and the Partners Network.  For you 
first few campaigns, only Search is recommended.

Devices - you can change bids based on the 
devices people are using.  If you’re website isn’t 
mobile friendly, you can reduce the bid or even 
eliminate your ads from appearing on mobile and 
tablet devices.

Locations - very important that you’re targeting 
your customer base, and not the entire world!  
The advanced options let you specify if your ads 
will appear to people in your location or for people 
searching for or viewing pages about your targeted 
location.  Default is both.

You may even exclude locations.

Languages - use your language.  This will show ads based on the users language settings.  If you’d like to use multiple languages, make sure you have 
one campaign for each language and the appropriate settings!



Bid Strategy & Budget are very important settings!

This is an area where things can go expensively wrong, or stall your efforts entirely.

For your first campaign, you want 
to be able to have control, just 
like this screenshot.  You want  
to focus on clicks to start and 
manually set bids.

Confirm your budget to ensure 
that your spend is correct.  Too 
small a daily budget may result in 
very little traffic.

Open up “Delivery Method” and 
make sure your ads will be evenly 
displayed, otherwise you could 
spend your daily budget before 
lunch!

There is one more setting that is 
very important for accurate testing 
of your ads.  Browse the advance 
settings for “Ad Delivery”.



The Google default is to optimise for clicks.  This interferes with your testing.  Select “Rotate Indefinitely” for the best testing options.

It’s good practice make a point of checking these settings every few months or so.  Especially if you’re not the only one with access to 
the account.  Many issues are a result of changes to these settings, and this is good place to start troubleshooting.

Now you’re ready to turn on your account!  



Do check a few times the first day to make sure you are getting impressions and your spend is correct.  

Don’t make massive changes and micromanage the account after day 1.  Get a good deal of data before making any drastic decisions.

Where do you go from here?

The next step for flushing out your account is to explore:
• Google Display Ads
• Google Analytics
• Ad Extensions

Useful links from Google AdWords:

Learn how to navigate your adwords account.  What the tabs mean etc.
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/1704378

How to Improve your campaign
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/4554575?ref_topic=3123057&rd=1

Best Practices for Ad Writing, Bidding & More
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/6089776?hl=en&ref_topic=3119106&rd=1


